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Abstract. This paper present the treatment of prepositions and conjunc-
tionsinnatural languageinterfacestodatabases(NLIDB)thatallowsbetter
translation of queries expressed in natural language into formal languages.
Prepositions and conjunctionsweren’t sufficiently studied for their usage in
NLIDBs,becausemostoftheNLIDBsjust lookforkeywordsinthesentences
and focus their analysis on nouns and verbs getting rid of auxiliary words in
the query.This paper shows that prepositions and conjunctions can be rep-
resented as operations using formal set theory. Additionally, since preposi-
tionsand conjunctionskeep theirmeaning in any context, their treatment is
domain independent. InourexperimentsweusedSpanish language.Weval-
idateourapproachusingtwodatabases;NorthwindandPubsofSQLServer,
with a corpus of 198 different queries for the first one and 70 queries for the
second one. The 84% of queries were translated correctly for the database
Northwind and 80% forPubs.

1 Introduction

The present situation with natural language interfaces to databases (NLIDBs)
is such that they do not guarantee in general satisfactory translation of natu-
ral language queries into formal language representation [1]. Additionally, most
NLIDBs are limited to certain database domains and they are usually configured
manually by the DB administrators.

A survey of existing NLIDB architectures shows that most of them have the
following characteristics [2]: a) Each NLIDB carries out a transformation from
natural language into an intermediate representation language, from which a
query is generated for obtaining results from the repository, b) they have an
inherent dependency on the domain of the database information, c) NLIDBs im-
plementations are modular and robust, but the queries that they can answer are
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limited by the vocabulary and grammar defined for the NLIDB and d) NLIDBs
were designed for obtaining answers for specific domains instead of trying to
make them domain independent.

Additionally, most NLIDBs focus on the analysis of the sentence structure and
only few concentrate on the meaning of the constituent elements or use discourse
handling techniques. Still, practically all of them use some limited grammar for
detection of syntactic relations between words.

Each phase of analysis supplies important information for the query transla-
tion process, but the largest effort has been focused on the morphological and
syntactic analyses; however, exact understanding of users queries is far from
being achieved by NLIDBs.

2 Related Work

In some NLIDBs, the semantic analyzer extracts the meaning of the sentence and
generates a logical structure from the syntactic structure obtainedusing a syntactic
parser [3]. One of the key tasks of the semantic processing consists in determining,
which combinations of individualwordmeanings arepossiblewhile generating a co-
herentmeaning of the sentence. This approach can be used for reducing the number
of possible meanings for each word of the given sentence [4].

The semantic analysis of sentences is still a very complex task [5], just the
determination of the meaning of words is a difficult task due to their polysemy;
for example, file is a tool and also a place for keeping documents, etc.

In many NLIDBs, the semantic analysis of a natural language query involves
searching of keywords in the input sentence, which are evaluated according to a
predefined pattern through multiple database mappings. In some research works,
the semantic analysis uses probabilistic models [6, 7], which need a corpus la-
beled with semantic information. This is a subjective approach and it requires a
considerable manual effort, besides, these models were applied to specific tasks
within a restricted semantic domain and use a semantic representation that usu-
ally consists of case-frames [8].

For carrying out the semantic analysis of a sentence, the computer needs
mainly a structure for storing the meanings and relationships of each word, a
dictionary that holds the general language knowledge (words, meanings, relation-
ships, synonyms, antonyms, etc.), and algorithms and techniques for obtaining
the relevant information for carrying out the translation into a formal language
regardless of domain.

Prepositions and conjunctions were not sufficiently studied for tasks of pro-
cessing natural language queries, because most of the NLIDBs just look for key-
words in the sentence [13] and focus their analysis on nouns and verbs getting
rid of auxiliary words in the query [14, 15].

3 Proposed Approach

The solution of the problem of obtaining an exact understanding of a users
query can benefit from information regarding invariant parts of the sentence,
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like prepositions and conjunctions, which can be exploited for facilitating the
query translation process.

In this project will be utilized the preposition de and the conjunction y, by
having a very high frequency of use in the Spanish language[17].

The purpose of the proposed approach is designing a technique that permits
better translation of a natural language query into Structured Query Language
(SQL) and that requires minimum configuration effort for operating with differ-
ent domains.

The proposed general architecture of the system is shown in Figure 1, and
a short description of the constituent modules and their contribution to the
translation module is given below.

Fig. 1. General architecture of the system

Query Preprocessing: The preprocessor analyzes each word of the sentence
in order to obtain its lexical, syntactic, and semantic information. The built-
in parser extracts the lexical and syntactic information, whereas the semantic
information can be extracted only by interacting with the domain dictionary.

The output of this module consists of the query labeled as shown in Table 1.
The query is divided into words that are the minimal meaningful units of the sen-
tence, and for each word information of the following types is included: lexical
(word stems, synonymsandantonyms),morphosyntactic(grammatical category
according to its function in the sentence) and semantic (meaning of the word with
respect to the database). Table 1 shows an example of this information for a query.

Translation Module: This module receives the labeled sentence and processes
it in three phases.

Phase 1: Identification of the select and where phrases. The query phrases that
define the SQL select and where clauses are identified in order to pinpoint the
columns (and tables) referred to by these phrases. Since these clauses always
involve table columns, then, we assume that the phrases are query subphrases
that include at least one noun (and possibly prepositions, conjunction, articles,
adjectives, etc.) and that the phrase that defines the select clause always precedes
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Table 1. Query Information

QUERY: Muestra los nombres de los empleados. (Show the names of the employees)

Word Stem Morphosyntactic
information

Columns Table

muestra (show) mostrar (show) verb, imperative
los (the) el (the) plural, male, determina-

tive
nombres (names) nombre (name) plural, male, noun cat.catN,

cust.comN,
emp.fNom,
ord.shNom

de (of) de (of) preposition
los (the) el (the) plural, male, determina-

tive
empleados (employees) empleado (employee) plural, male, noun emp.empID

ord.empID
Emp

the phrase that defines the where clause. In Spanish, the words that separate
these phrases are: verbs, cuyo (whose), que (that), con (with) de (from, with),
donde (where), en (in, on, at), dentro de (inside), tal que (such that), etc.

Phase2: Identificationof tablesandcolumns.Usually eachnoun in theselect/where
phrases refers to several database columns or tables (seeTable 1),whichwould yield
several translations of the query. Therefore, in order to pinpoint the columns and
tables referred to, it is usually necessary to analyze the preposition de (of) and con-
junctiony (and),sincetheyalmostalwaysappear inselect/wherephrasesexpressed
inSpanish [17].Examinationofprepositionsandconjunctionspermits,besides con-
sidering the meaning of individual nouns, to determine the precise meaning of a
select/wherephrase that involves nouns related by prepositions and conjunctions.
For this, preposition de (of) and conjunction y (and) are represented by operations
using set theory, because of the role they play in queries.

Preposition de (of) establishes a close relationship between a word and its
complement, such that, if there exists a select/where phrase that includes two
nouns p and q related by preposition de (of), then the phrase refers to the
common elements (columns or tables) referred to by p and q. Formally, S(p
prep de q) = S(p) ∩ S(q), where S(x) is the set of columns or tables referred to by
phrase x. Conjunction y (and) expresses the notion of addition or accumulation,
such that if there is a select phrase that involves two nouns p and q related by
conjunction y (and), then the phrase refers to all the elements referred to by
p andq. Formally, S(p conj y q) = S(p) ∪ (q). Conjunction y (and) in a where
phrase is treated as a Boolean operation.

For example, consider the query: cuáles son los nombres y direcciones de los
empleados (which are the names and addresses of the employees). Consider the
select phrase nombres y direcciones de los empleados (names and addresses of the
employees). According to the above explanation, to extract the meaning of the
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select phrase it is necessary to apply two set operations: a union, corresponding
to the conjunction y (and), and an intersection, corresponding to the preposition
de (of). A heuristics is applied to determine the order of the two operations. In
this case the preposition de (of) applies to the two nouns (names and addresses
of the employees = names of the employees and addresses of the employees),
therefore, the intersection operation has precedence above the union. The output
of Phase 2 is the semantic interpretation of the select and where phrases (i.e.
the columns and tables referred to by these phrases), which will be used in Phase
3 to translate them into the select and where clauses of the SQL statement.

The translation module has a tree structure that represents the database infor-
mation, and additionally the relationships among database columns are included.
The columns, tables and search conditions obtained in this phase are marked in the
tree, and fromthis structure a graph is constructed that represents the user’s query.

Phase 3: Construction of the relational graph. Once the graph has been con-
structed, an equivalent SQL expression is generated.

4 Invariant Parts of Sentences: Prepositions and
Conjunctions

A sentence is a word or set of words that bears a complete meaning. Some of
these words may remain unchanged in all situations; i.e., they do not change,
for example, according to gender or number independently of the rest of the
sentence (invariant sentence parts); while other words may change according to,
say, gender and number (variable sentence parts) [9].

Usually, the invariant sentence parts are auxiliary words like prepositions and
conjunctions. These categories are known also as relational elements because
they are used for relating some elements to the other. A preposition links a
main word with its complement, it links and subordinates simultaneously, while
a conjunction links words or syntagms of the same category.

A careful examination of the labeled query reveals that each noun is related to
one or more columns or tables (Table 1), to which it may refer, while prepositions
and conjunctions express relationships among them. The rest of this section is
devoted to demonstrating how prepositions and conjunctions can be represented
as operations using set theory. This can be used for facilitating the query trans-
lation process.

4.1 Prepositions

Preposition, as mentioned previously, is an invariant that is used for linking
a main word (syntactic core) with its complement (glass of wine, I am going
to Rome). This complement is called preposition term because the relationship
established by the preposition stops and is consummated at this point [10, 11].

Preposition de (of ) establishes a close link between a word and its comple-
ment in such a way that the expression constituted by any word or noun p
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and its complement q linked by preposition de refers to the common elements
represented by p and q.

p prep de q = R R = p ∩ q.

For example, let us consider the following expression: fecha de nacimiento
(date of birth).

Let p and q denote the set of columns and tables that are referred to by
the nouns fecha (date) and nacimiento (birth). If we want to obtain the set
represented by fecha de nacimiento (date of birth), or equivalently, p prep de q,
then the common elements of p and q must be obtained.

fecha={cfecha, tfecha}
cfecha={employees.birthDate, employees.hireDate,

orders.orderDate, orders.requiredDate, orders.shipDate}
tfecha={∅}
nacimiento={cnacimiento, tnacimiento}
cnacimiento={employees.birthDate}
tnacimiento={∅}

where the t’s stay for database tables and the c’s denote table columns. There-
fore, the information referred to by fecha de nacimiento is represented by

fecha ∩ nacimiento = {employees.birthDate}

In the previous example none of the nouns (fecha, nacimiento) refers to a
table, and consequently the intersection operates only on the columns. Now
let us consider an example that illustrates a different situation: direcciones de
empleados (addresses of employees)

direcciones = {cdirecciones, tdirecciones}
cdirecciones = {customers.address, employees.address,orders.shipAddress,

suppliers.address}
tdirecciones = {∅}
empleados = {cempleados, templeados}
cempleados = {employees.employeeID,employeesTerritories.employeeID,

orders.empID}
templeados = {employees}

then

direcciones ∩ empleados = {cdirecciones ∩ cempleados} ∪ {cdirecciones ∩ templeados}
∪{tdirecciones ∩ cempleados}
= {∅} ∪ {employees.address} ∪ {∅}
= {employees.address}

Preposition de generally implies the intersection between the columns referred
to by the two words, the columns referred to by one word and the tables referred
to by the other word, and vice versa.

p ∩ q = {{cp ∩ cq} ∪ {cp ∩ tq} ∪ {tp ∩ cq} ∪ {tp ∩ tq}}
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This type of operation is valid only for nouns that represent DB columns or
tables. When the preposition establishes a link between a set of columns and a
value, this case is treated differently. If preposition de operates on a column and
a value, it will be considered as a comparison operator; for example: salario de
20,000 (salary equal to 20,000).

Prepositions con (with) and sin (without) establish search conditions, and
preposition entre (between) permits to establish a value range for a column; for
example: salario entre 15,000 y 25,000 (salary between 15,000 and 25,000 ).

4.2 Conjunctions

Conjunction has been traditionally defined as the sentence part that is used for
linking two or more elements in an equality relationship [12].

Copulative conjunctions express the notion of addition or accumulation, such
that the set of any two nouns p1 and p2 that are linked through a conjunction y
(and) represents the set of all the elements represented by p1 and p2

p1 conj y p2 = R R = p1 ∪ p2.

When a query requires two or more operations of union or intersection (for ex-
ample, Muéstrame la fecha de nacimiento y el nombre del empleado), it is nedeed
to determinate which would be the priority of the operations. Thus, in order to
evaluate prepositions and conjunctions, numeric values are asigned as follows:

Nomenclature: [n1 prep/conj n2]

– n1: a numeric value of the noun before to the preposition or conjunction (1
for a column, 2 for tables)

– prep/conj: a preposition de, conjunction y.
– n2: a numeric value of the noun after the preposition or conjunction (1 for

a column, 2 for tables)

Cases

1. If a pattern [2 prep 2] is identified, it is changed to [1 prep 2] in the case
that the first noun is a column that belongs to the table of the second noun.

2. A numeric value of 1 is given to the prepositions in the patterns [1 prep 1]
and [2 prep 2].

3. A numeric value of 2 is given to the conjunctions in the patterns [1 conj 1]
and [2 conj 2].

4. A numeric value of 3 is given to the prepositions in the pattern [1 prep 2].
5. A numeric value of 4 is in other case.

Now, the prepositions and conjunctions are processed in the order of their nu-
meric value.Those prepositions or conjunctions with a numeric value of 1 are
processed first, then those with a numeric value of 2 and so on.

In the example Muéstrame la fecha de nacimiento y el nombre del empleado
(Show me the birthday and name of the employees), a set of columns and tables
are determined whit the treatment of prepositions and conjunctions. This query
includes the cases 2 [1 prep 1], 3 [1 conj 1] y 4 [1 prep 2].
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Query fecha de nacimiento y nombre de empleado
Values 1 1 1 2 1 3 2
Priority 1 2 3

The union between the nouns fecha and nacimiento are performed first.
The last preposition de affects the elements: fecha de nacimiento y nombre de
empleados = fecha de nacimiento de empleados y nombre de empleados (birth
day and name of employees = birthday of employees and names of employees),
and therefore the union must be performed before this intersection.

5 Experimental Results

For the experiment, the Northwind and Pubs databases of SQL Server 7.0 were
used, and a group of 50 users was gathered in order to formulate queries in
Spanish, collecting a corpus consisting of 198 different queries for the Northwind
database and 70 queries for the Pubs database. For formulating their queries the
users only were allowed to see the databases schemas (definitions).

The queries were classified in the following types according to the kind of in-
formation the users express: a) Queries with explicit attributes and relationships,
b) Queries with implicit attributes and explicit relationships, c) Queries with ex-
plicit attributes and implicit relationships, d) Queries with implicit attributes
and relationships, e) Queries that require special functions (average, sum, etc.)
and f) Queries that need to be reformulated due to insufficient information to
answer them. As far as translated queries are concerned, the following results
were obtained: 84% of queries were translated correctly to Northwind Database
(See Table 2) and 80% of queries were translated correctly to Pubs database
(Table 3). The other percent had errors in translation. There exist two basic
reasons that caused these errors: special functions or deduction processes are
needed, and lack of explicit information for processing.

Additional experiments were conducted in order to assess the impact of the
analysis of prepositions and conjunctions on the translation success. When this
analysis was excluded from the translation process, most of the queries were
answered with correct information; however, extra columns were obtained. This

Table 2. Results obtained for the Northwind database

Query Results
Query Type

Total % %
1 2 3 4 5 6

Answered correctly 31 57 19 49 0 0 156 79
84

Answered with additional information 0 0 5 5 0 0 10 5
Incorrect answer 0 0 0 1 23 5 29 15

16
Unanswered 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 1
Total 31 57 24 58 23 5 198 100 100
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Table 3. Results obtained for the Pubs database

Query Results
Query Type

Total % %
1 2 3 4 5 6

Answered correctly 7 29 8 12 0 0 56 80
80

Answered with additional information 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Incorrect answer 0 0 0 1 10 1 12 17

20
Unanswered 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 3
Total 7 29 8 13 11 2 70 100 100

show that the treatment of prepositions and conjunctions helps to the semantic
analysis of the translation process to get correct results.

6 Conclusions

The elements that express syntactic relations like prepositions and conjunctions
are invariant parts of sentences and provide information that is important for
the query translation process. These relational elements link or subordinate word
categories refining their meaning, thus enhancing the information discrimination.
Additionally, since prepositions and conjunctions keep their meaning in all situ-
ations, their treatment favors domain independence.

Preposition de (of ) and conjunction y (and) were studied, as well as their
relationship to nouns. We are currently working on the analysis of the meaning
of other invariant sentence parts and their relationship to the different syntactic
categories aiming at using them in the semantic analysis during query processing.

The experiments conducted include simple and compound sentences that have
a similar sentence structure. The experimental results show that it is possible to
treat invariant parts of a user’s query through the usage of set theory.
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